
SPA TOWNS OF CENTRAL ENGLAND Laurence Crane 
Notes for Performance – each player should be given a copy of this page 
 
Spa Towns of Central England is scored for piano and an ensemble consisting of a 
minimum of eight unspecified pitched instruments. It should preferably be conducted 
but it would also be possible to perform it with the pianist directing from the keyboard. 
The work is in three movements. The pianist plays from a full score while each ensemble 
player should have a one page part for movement I, one page for movement II and two 
pages for movement III.  
 
I - The first movement is scored for piano and four open parts. The unspecified 
instruments divide into four numerically equal groups (or as equal as possible). The 
pianist should keep a strict pulse and all players should strive for a consistent quality of 
sound throughout. 
 
II - The second movement divides the musicians into three: melody instruments, piano 
and drone instruments. Distribution of players between melody and drone groups 
should be roughly equal. The conductor does not beat time but controls the different 
groups with hand signals. 
Melody instruments: the players are permitted to play in any octave. After the first bar 
of approximately 10 seconds, which introduces the drone, the conductor gives a signal 
for the melody instruments to start playing. Each musician plays through the melody at 
his or her own tempo within the limits specified in the score; they should not attempt to 
synchronise with any other players. Pauses in the melody should not be too long. When 
the last melody instrument has stopped playing, the conductor gives the signal for the 
last section of drone, again lasting around 10 seconds. The final signal from the 
conductor ends the drone. 
Piano: enters with the melody instruments and freely repeats its material. Stops playing 
before the last section of drone. 
Drone instruments: each player in the drone group is allocated a pitch by the conductor 
from the seven specified in the score and must sustain that pitch, breathing or changing 
bow when necessary but as imperceptibly as possible. The drone players are permitted 
to take short breaks but concert pitch E and B must be present at all times. 
 
III - The third movement presents its material twice. First time through is piano only; 
second time is piano and ensemble. As with movement II the conductor does not beat 
time but directs the players with hand signals. On the second time through the piano 
starts and is followed almost immediately by the ensemble players, who enter one by one 
at short intervals directed by the conductor. Each ensemble musician plays at a tempo 
which is either marginally faster or marginally slower than the previous player; whether 
slower or faster is the decision of the individual player. The pianist waits until all 
instruments have stopped playing the phrase and should leave a short silent pause 
before starting the next phrase. The silent pauses at the end of each phrase will 
necessarily be longer in the second time through than the first because the pianist will 
have to wait for all the ensemble members to have finished playing before starting the 
next phrase. The process is the same for each phrase but the order of entry for ensemble 
members can be varied from phrase to phrase. The pianist plays the music from the 
score but the ensemble has a different version of the music, which is notated without 
clefs. Each ensemble player individually chooses to play either the upper or lower line 
and chooses which clef to play in and should not change octave from the one written. If 
the piece is being directed from the piano it would perhaps be a good idea to decide on 
the order of entry of players before the performance; this can also be done if using a 
conductor. 


